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After thorough discussions of the partner organizations, we found that a comprehensive 1	
resolution on the question of Palestine and Israel is required, Underling that statements alone are 2	
not enough to put an end to decades of systematic Israeli right-wing government occupation of 3	
Palestinians and the state of Palestine. IUSY declares that: 4	
  5	
      Israel is imposing a racist regime on Palestinians living in Palestine and in Israel. The Israeli 6	
Government refuses to endorse the two-state solution on the 1967 border, at the same time that it 7	
refuses to grant equal rights for all the inhabitants of historic Palestine, due to its institutionalized 8	
system of discrimination against non-Jewish population. The recent Likud resolution to annex all 9	
of the Occupied West Bank, in addition to Occupied East Jerusalem, is an open call to go from a 10	
“de-facto” into a “de jury” destroying the chances for the two-states solution. 11	
  12	
       At the same time, we are utterly concerned by the racist trends in the Israeli Knesset, 13	
including the racist amendment to the Israeli Citizenship Law, approved with the votes of the 14	
Israeli right-wing government with the support of the Israeli Labor Party and rejected by Meretz 15	
and the Joint Arab List, that weakened the power of the juridical system as the main apparatus in 16	
promoting and protecting justice, and passing it to the political, ideological authorities, 17	
dominated by the right wing. 18	
  19	
       We strongly condemn the statements the new leader of the Israeli Labor Party, who did not 20	
only publicly state that he does not care about the rights of the Palestinian people, but who also 21	
presented support for illegal Israeli settlements in Occupied Palestine, the annexation of 22	
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Occupied East Jerusalem, capital of the State of Palestine as well going to the extent of using 23	
bigotry against the rights of the Palestinian people by stating that “the Land of Israel belongs to 24	
the Jews, God promised it to Abraham”. We firmly state that the use of religion for political 25	
purposes has no place in the Social Democratic family. 26	
  27	
      We salute the efforts of progressive sectors within Israel, including civil society groups 28	
such as Btselem and Breaking the Silence, that have been targets of vicious attacks and 29	
persecution from the current Israeli government. At the same time, we denounce threats 30	
against Palestinian civil society groups, particularly Al Haq, for their involvement with the 31	
International Criminal Court. We also condemn the difficulties imposed by Israel against 32	
the work of international human rights organizations such as Amnesty International and 33	
Human Rights Watch. 34	
  35	
    The decision of the U.S. President Donald Trump to recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s capital is 36	
a violation of UNSC Resolution 478. It is also an insult to millions of Palestinians and a direct 37	
attack against the two-state solution. We condemn this decision, declare that A Palestinian state 38	
with East Jerusalem as its capital, alongside the State of Israel, with West Jerusalem as its 39	
capital, is an essential measure for the region, and is the only pragmatic and constructive solution 40	
in which the principles of equality and justice can be established for both peoples. 41	
 42	
During the last decade, the Israeli government, led by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, has 43	
been promoting the expansion of the settlement enterprise and obstructing pathway towards a 44	
two-state solution. The consequences of these actions are catastrophic in both the short and the 45	
long term, raising the levels of hostility, civilian vulnerability on both sides of the conflict, and a 46	
sense of despair leading to regional violence. 47	
 48	
IUSY continues to support the two-state solution as the overriding method to achieve a peace 49	
agreement in the Middle East. However, we also have to keep thinking of various possible 50	
alternatives, that will ensure justice and equality for the Palestinian people, such as the one 51	
democratic state solution with equal rights for all its citizens. 52	
 53	
As we are about to mark 70 years since the creation of Israel, known in Palestine as the Nakba, it 54	
is long overdue time for the Palestinian people to enjoy its inalienable rights. Therefore, we call 55	
upon our members organizations to: 56	
  57	
1)      To put pressure on governments to recognize the State of Palestine on the 1967 border with 58	
East Jerusalem as its capital. 59	
2)      To call our governments and organizations to stop dealing with companies involved in 60	
human rights violations in the Occupied State of Palestine, including all companies located in 61	
illegal settlements on 1967 lands 62	
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3)      To call upon governments to enforce existing laws to prevent the Israeli occupation from 63	
making any economic benefits. Banning Israeli illegal settlement products is a legal, political 64	
and moral responsibility for everyone who supports the two-state solution on the 1967 border. 65	

4)      To include in all official visits to Israel meetings with representatives from the Palestinian 66	
citizens of the state as well as with Israeli Human Rights Organizations persecuted by the state, 67	
including Breaking the Silence and Btselem and progressive political parties working towards 68	
freedom, justice and self-determination for the Palestinian people based on the international law 69	
and the two states solution. 70	

5)      To include in all official visits to Palestine meetings in East Jerusalem with Palestinian 71	
representatives. 72	

6)      To reject all attempts at normalizing the Israeli occupation of Palestine, including by 73	
meetings with Israeli representatives in the territory occupied in 1967 or by engaging in 74	
programs with Israeli counterparts that don’t specify the 1967 border as the only internationalize 75	
recognized border of the State of Israel. 76	

7) To promote political, progressive and effective acts in the troubled region, which will bring to 77	
a change and solution for both people. 78	

8) IUSY support the non-violent, diplomatic approach to conflict-resolution .   79	

 80	

In addition, and as a response to recent events, IUSY calls to immediately end the siege on Gaza 81	
strip and for the international community to take direct measures in order to stop the 82	
deteriorating humanitarian crisis of two million Palestinian, especially in regards to health, clean 83	
water and freedom of movement. 84	

 85	

Moreover, we call IUSY to declare 2018 as "the year of freedom and justice for Palestinians 86	

and peace for both people". A campaign of IUSY will be led by the will be led by partner 87	

organizations of the region during the year. 88	

 

 

 

KINDLY NOTE THAT THE LATEST DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING RESOLUTIONS TO THE IUSY SECRETARIAT IS SUNDAY 
31st DECEMBER AT 23:59 CET. RESOLUTIONS MUST BE SENT TO CONGRESS@IUSY.ORG. 

TENGAN EN CUNETA QUE LA FECHA LIMITE PARA PROPONER RESOLUCIONES AL SECRETARIADO DE IUSY ES EL 31 
DE DICIEMBRE A LAS 23.59 CET. LAS RESOLUCIONES SE DEBEN ENVIAR A CONGRESS@IUSY.ORG. 

NOTER QUE LA DATE LIMITE POUR PROPOSER DES RÉSOLUTIONS À SECRETARIAT DU IUSY ESTE FIXEÉ AU 31 
DÉCEMBRE À 23:59 CET. RÉSOLUTIONS DOIVENT ETRE ENVOYÉ À CONGRESS@IUSY.ORG.
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